
 

Hi APPs!  

It is that time of year again!  Annual evaluation 

time has started at UVA.  This process is an im-

portant touchpoint each year to ensure that you 

and your leaders are aligned in the work that you 

are doing and the value that you are bringing to 

the team and our patients. 

A lot of people become anxious when completing 

their self-evaluation.  We are often our own worst 

critics and fixate on the things that we could have 

done better or that project that we didn’t quite 

finish this year.  We are all overachievers, and 

that is the downside of that personality type.  

While it is important to acknowledge those areas 

that we can continue to improve upon, also re-

member to highlight all of the things that you did 

well this past year.  While it may not always seem 

overly impactful to you or you may think of it as 

just a routine part of the job, the truth is that it 

could have been life changing for the patient.  

Don’t undersell how meaningful your contribu-

tions are each and every day. 

For the things that you could improve upon, con-

sider turning that into your goal for the year.  If 

you are not confident in managing a certain con-

dition, make your goal to complete CME specifi-

cally on that topic.  Your exceeds metric could be 

providing a lecture to your peers on it.  If there is 

something in the system that frustrates you on a 

regular basis, consider a goal that focuses on de-

veloping better workflows or efficiencies for that.  

This is a great opportunity to reflect on the previ-

ous year and consider how you can make next 

year better. 

Most importantly, think about how your manager 

and those of us in the Center for Advanced Prac-

tice can help support you as you continue to grow 

professionally.  The entire purpose of this Center 

is to support you and the work that you are doing.  

During your evaluation with your manager, make 

sure you talk about this and advocate for what 

could help you in your practice.  This feedback 

helps us as we develop our own goals for the up-

coming year.   

Have a great week! 

 - Bill 

Week of March 31, 2024 

CAP Mission:  Transforming health through meaningful connections. 

CAP Vision:  To be the most innovative advanced practice center driving connections that elevate clinical practice, research, 

education, and leadership. 

TJC Compliance Corner 

If your patient is unable to consent for them-

selves for their procedure, there must be an asso-

ciated capacity form completed to document that 

the patient could not sign.  The form shows the 

medical declaration that the patient is not able to 

complete the informed consent process.   

To ensure that the appropriate person does pro-

vide consent, the reverse side of the capacity 

form has a worksheet that outlines the Virginia 

rules on surrogate decision making.  This should 

also be completed to show that the proper as-

sessment was done as to the proper legal medi-

cal decision-making surrogate for the patient.  

The capacity form can be found here: http://

www.healthsystem.virginia.edu/docs/manuals/forms/

clinicalforms/clinical-forms/clinical-forms/certification-of-adult-

patient-capacity-to-consent-to-treatment  
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 DEI Committee Corner 

Black Maternal Health Week starts next week.  

To support the needs of our community, please 

consider participating in the diaper drive in the 

flyer below.  Drop off bins are conveniently locat-

ed in many areas!    

Recognition Corner 

Congratulations to Anita Sites NP on being a part of the WINA Morning News this 

past week.  She discussed the Living Donor Transplant Center at UVA and many top-

ics related to transplantation and donation.  If you want to hear more about her work 

and her fantastic representation of our programs, use the following link to listen to 

the segment -> Anita Sites - Cville Right Now.  Congratulations, Anita! 

Recognition Committee Corner 

The recognition committee is happy to invite you 

to our spring APP Get Together at Random Row 

Brewing.  We had a great turn out last year and 

hope to have more opportunities for connection 

with our colleagues.   

We will provide a clickable link for RSVP in up-

coming newsletters. 

https://cvillerightnow.com/podcasts/anita-sites/


 

News You Can Use 

Annual Evaluations 

 Annual Evaluations are now open in Workday.  Please go in and complete your self-evaluation by 

the due date of 4/30.  If not completed, it will be automatically advanced to your manager with 

no opportunity to add in your own narrative. 

 After your self-evaluation, your manager will complete their portion and schedule time to review 

your evaluation with you.   

 As part of our Magnet requirements, everyone should complete 2 peer reviews per year.  Please 

work with your manager on your team’s process for completing this. 

 Please ensure that you have included a personal development goal.  This should be something 

measurable with specific metrics to determine whether you met or exceeded the goal.  Metrics 

could be things like “meets if completed by May, exceeds if completed by March” or “meets if 

completes 1 project, exceeds if completes 2”.   

Conference Opportunity 

 The HCDI’s 6th Annual Trainee Diversity and Inclusion Conference will be on Saturday 4/13 from 

8am—3pm.  The focus will be on housing insecurity and its impact on health outcomes. 

 Please register for the event here  

APP Headshots 

 Please see the dates below for times that the photo studio will be open.  No appointment is need-

ed.  The photo studio is located in McKim G-045-A. 

 Thursday, April 11 | 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. 

 Wednesday, April 17 | 10 a.m.- 1 p.m. 

 Friday, April 26 | Noon - 3 p.m. 

 Monday, April 29 | 9 a.m. - noon 

 If you want to film a video, reach out to Chelsea Santana (XAR4QA) to schedule 

https://med.virginia.edu/gme/diversityandinclusion/2024-trainee-diversity-inclusion-conference/tdic2024/



